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An iconic Australian river system



The Murray–Darling Basin

• Population of over two million people
• Area covering one million square 

kilometres (14% of Australia’s land mass)
• Largely semi-arid
• Involvement from 6 state/territory 

Governments, and Federal Government
• Contains 75% of Australia’s irrigated 

agriculture ($10 billion per year)



The Murray-Darling Basin



Values of the River Murray

• A unique environment
• Indigenous connection
• European heritage
• Considered to be Australia’s “food bowl”
• Sustaining communities



Distribution of water runoff
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86% of the 
basin has 
virtually no 
runoff.



From deluge to dust

The River Murray has highly variable flows

1956 Flood 2002-2007 Drought



Harnessing the might of the Murray



River Regulation
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River health in decline







Soil erosionSoil erosion

SalinitySalinity

Poor water qualityPoor water quality

Decline of  flora and faunaDecline of  flora and fauna

Evidence of poor river health

Reduction of overbank flowsReduction of overbank flows



5,000 ML/dayChowilla 
Floodplain

NSW

Victoria

Reduction of overbank flows



33,000 ML/dayChowilla 
Floodplain

Reduction of overbank flows



62,000 ML/dayChowilla 
Floodplain

Reduction of overbank flows



Natural frequency:
45 years out of 100

Current frequency:
12 years out of 100

82,000 ML/day

Reduction of overbank flows



101,000 ML/Day
Natural frequency:
31 years out of 100

Current frequency:
6 years out of 100

Reduction of overbank flows
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1900’s

1960 -
1970
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Do nothing 
more - current 
operations and 
cap only

Major 
improvements 
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management

Intermediate 
actions

Time

Summary of river health



Potential outcomes

Do nothing 
more - current 
operations and 
cap only

Major 
improvements to 
river management

Intermediate 
actions

• Improved water quality

• Widespread rejuvenation of flora and 
fauna

• Reduction in algal blooms

• Slowing decline of river health

• Limited and localised improvements to 
levels of flora and fauna

• Continued decline of river health

• Decreasing water quality

• Possible loss of entire species



Restoring a vital river system:
the First Step



The Living Murray Icon sites

• Environmental results under The Living 
Murray are concentrated on six icon sites.

• These sites were chosen for their high 
ecological value, along with their wider 
cultural significance

• Icon sites are listed under international 
conventions.



1 Barmah–Millewa Forest2 Gunbower–Koondrook–Perricoota Forest3 Hattah Lakes4 Chowilla Floodplain and Lindsay Wallpolla Is.5 Lower Lakes, Coorong and Murray Mouth6 River Murray Channel



Ecological objectives

• Objectives were set for each Icon site by 
the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial 
Council.

• These objectives have been refined by 
State NRM agencies through the 
development of Icon Site Management 
Plans. 



Fundamental approaches

• Smarter use of existing water in the system 
(including considerable investment in works).

• Delivery of environmental water entitlements 
acquired through The Living Murray.

Environmental water is managed to 
optimise the use of water to achieve the 
ecological objectives of the icon sites by:



Initial investment
• $500 million to recover 500GL water
• $150 million in environmental work 

and measures. 

Subsequent investment
• an additional $200 million in 

funding for water recovery 
• $100 million for environmental 

work and measures.

Total investment
• $950 million for the period 

2004–05 to 2009–11.



Progress to date



Acquiring environmental water

The Living Murray First Step aims to 
recover 500GL for the environment by 30 
June 2009.
This will be used at the icon sites, guided 
by the Environmental Management 
Plans.

Water recovery can be achieved through:
• Infrastructure improvements (both on and off farm) to 

save water
• Market-based measures, which involve purchasing 

water entitlements



Infrastructure improvements

Infrastructure 
projects such as 
the Great Darling 
Anabranch 
Pipeline assist in 
recovering water 
through improving 
the efficiency of 
water delivery.



Status in recovering water

• Extensive project development required.
• Most water to be recovered from 2007-09.
• 273GL of water entitlement “investment 

ready” (no allocation yet available)
• more in project development.
• Good chance of achieving 500GL by 30 

June 2009 deadline.

Current Activity



Pilot Environmental Water 
Purchase Project



Wetland regulators Enhanced flow paths

Resnagging Fishways

Construction Activity

Current Activity



Works at Chowilla, Lindsay-
Wallpolla

The purchase of four mobile pump sets  
and associated equipment to enable 
pumping of water into high value 
wetlands and vegetation communities 
(2005–06)

Construction of regulators at Lake 
Wallawalla, Horseshoe Lagoon and 
Webster’s Lagoon (2006–07).



Upstream works
•Channel from Torrumbarry weir 
pool into forest to deliver water

•Two regulators to prevent short 
circuiting and return of flows to 
the River Murray

Downstream works
•Channel to return flows from 
forest to River Murray

•Five regulators to contain water 
and control outflows into Thule, 
Cow and Barber Creeks

•Objective is to inundate 30% of the forest 
under regulated flow conditions

•Extent of flooding is similar to a natural flood 
of 30 to 40,000 ML/d

•Construction cost estimated to be $40 million

Modelled flood extent

River Murray

Icon site scale projects: Koondrook 
Forest Flood Enhancement Project



The Chowilla 
floodplain at a flow to 
SA of 10,000ML/day 
with an environmental 
regulator

Icon site scale projects: Chowilla –
possible Environmental Regulator

Current Activity



Environmental Watering: 
Barmah–Millewa Forest 2005/06

Barmah-Millewa Forest
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Environmental monitoring



Challenges

• Impact of drought, and other risks to shared water 
resources

• Delivering/sharing water between icon sites.

• Agreement to management strategies at each Icon 
site to meet the environmental objectives

• Need for cooperation between key stakeholders, 
scientists, engineers and Governments

• Completing works & measures 

• Capacity (human resources)



Involving river communities

Sandra Volk



Community consultation

Activity undertaken aims to ensure that:
• individuals and groups have an opportunity to 
consider and provide input into decisions 
affecting them

• all relevant information, and a diversity of 
views, are considered in the decision-making 
process.



Community Reference Group



Community Reference Group

Current Activity



Supporting regional organisations to 
engage local communities



Indigenous partnerships

Current Activity

MLDRIN / MDBC 
Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(MOU) signed in 
March 2006



Indigenous Land use and 
Occupancy Mapping



Pilot Environmental Water Purchase
Lindsay White



Context

• Water entitlements issued by States
– Classes of entitlements (high, medium, low)

• Cap on diversions 

• Water market - reallocation

• Government buyers in market
– Comply with same rules / safeguards as other 

buyers



Pilot background

• Water recovery target of 500 GL 

• Initial focus on efficiency projects

• Target - June 2009, time running out

• Market approaches considered

• Commission proposed a pilot



Pilot objectives

1. To trial a market approach… to learn
so as to inform any future programs 
to purchase from willing sellers

2. To cost effectively purchase ‘up to 
20 GL at market prices’



Pilot – key stages

Design and 
consultation

Receipt 
of EoIs

Transfer

Use of  
e-water

Dec 
06

May 
07

Jul 
07

Aug 
07

Jan 
08

Into the 
future



Pilot design

1. Purchase from willing sellers
– common trading rules, safeguards 

2. Purchasing strategy 
– comparison to independently assessed market price

– High and medium reliability entitlements

3. Easy for prospective sellers to participate
– non-binding, user-friendly Expression of Interest

– participate directly or through agents

4. Rapid feedback in response to EoI 
– weekly cycle, resubmissions accepted



Pilot response

• 180 expressions of interest in 4 weeks

• Percentage at market price (ultimately) quite high

• Why the pilot was successful:
– Agents
– Borrowed learnings
– Communications and Champions
– Drought and Demographics



Wendy Craik, Sandra Volk, 
Lindsay White,  Joseph Davis

Panel
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